Region of interest coding is an important feature in JPEG2000 and it is accomplished by de-emphasizing the wavelet coefficients associated with the non-ROI regions of the image. In the general scaling-based method, a number of extra bits appear below the least significant bit of the ROI samples after the shifting process. These bits need be coded at the time of bit-plane coding, but they are discarded by the decoder. The usual procedure is for the encoder to set these "don't care" bits to zero. In this paper, we propose a method that exploits the state of the JPEG2000 entropy coder to set the values of these bits in a more intelligent way. The method has been observed to reduce the number of bits required to represent ROI code-block by up to 7%, with the bit-stream remaining JPEG 2000 compliant.
INTRODUCTION
Region-of-interest (ROI) coding allows user-defined parts of an image to be coded with a higher quality than other regions. In JPEG2000 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , the wavelet transform coefficients are partitioned into code-blocks of size 32×32 or 64×64, with the possible exception of boundary regions. The coefficients in each code-block are quantized and entropy coded independently of each other, with entropy coding done bit-plane by bit-plane starting from the most significant plane. The ability to truncate the resulting code-block bit-streams part way through coding is the key to the quality progressive feature of the JPEG2000 standard. JPEG2000 implements ROI coding by down-shifting the "background" (BG) coefficients in the direction of the least significant bits prior to bit-plane coding. This manipulation results in the ROI coefficients being isolated in the most significant bit-planes. As a result, if decoding is terminated at any point in the middle of the procedure, a higher number of bits from the ROI coefficients, comparing to those of the BG, will be available for the decoder and the quality of ROI will be comparatively higher. The decoder can easily reverse the scaling provided that it knows which coefficients are in the ROI and the amount of scaling that has been done.
After the shifting process a number of "extra bits" appear below the LSB in the bit-plane representations of the ROI coefficients and for simplicity, these are often set to zero. In this paper we propose a method for selecting these bits in order to reduce the coding cost of the code-blocks. The benefits of this are two fold: the bit rate is reduced for a given set of block truncation points and, more subtlety, a rate-distortion optimized search for the best set of codeblock truncation points may now be able to find a significantly better operating point.
ROI CODING METHODS IN JPEG 2000
Two types of ROI coding methods are supported by the JPEG2000 standard: the scaling-based method and the Maxshift method. In this section, we discuss both methods and the ways in which "don't care" bits appear.
In JPEG2000, the wavelet transform coefficients are quantized using a uniform quantizer with a selectable deadzone. In the usual case of a uniform quantizer, the deadzone is twice the normal step-size, ∆, and the quantizer output can be determined as
where y is the coefficient being processed: the reconstructed value is ŷ q = ∆ . After quantization, the sign and magnitude information of the q values are separated and converted into bit-planes. The coefficients are then coded bit-plane by bit-plane, starting from the most significant plane.
In the scaling-based method [2] , the ROI shape information in the form of a mask is sent to the decoder specifying the wavelet coefficients that belong to the ROI. Any scaling value, or number of shifts, is permitted in this method, since the ROI and BG samples are distinguished at the decoder by the mask. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the scaling value, s, controls the relative quality between the ROI and background during progressive decoding. The scaling of the BG coefficients clearly results in "don't care" bits appearing in the LSB region of the coefficients. These bits are marked with an "×" in the figure and can be set arbitrarily by the encoder since the decoder simply discards the values. Despite their "don't care" status, however, these bits must be encoded and their values affect the bit rate. The Maxshift method [1] [5] is a special case of the scaling-based method, where the scaling value is so large that there is no overlap between the ROI and any of the background bit-planes in all of the code-blocks. As shown in Figure 2 , the decoder can determine if a sample belongs to BG by comparing the value of the sample to a threshold equal to s 2 . If the decoded sample is lower than this value, it belongs to the BG and should be shifted up by s bits. The advantage of this method is that there is no need to send ROI shape information to the decoder. The penalty, however, is the requirement for a greater number of "don't care" bits. There is also reduced flexibility, since there is no control over the relative scaling factors between the ROI and the BG.
There are restrictions in choosing the extra bits values in the Maxshift method. In fact, if the value of an ROI sample is zero and one of the extra bits is set to one, then that coefficient will be wrongly considered as a background coefficient and will be shifted up by the decoder [4] . Thus, the extra bits should always be set to zero with this ROI strategy. 
DON'T CARE BITS IN THE SCALING METHOD
As discussed, the "don't care" bits must be coded and they are thus processed by the context-based arithmetic entropy coder used by JPEG2000 [3] . There are 18 possible contexts, each with its own estimate of the current probability of "1" or "0" symbols. Depending upon these estimates and the values of surrounding bits (which determines the context), coding will sometimes favor setting the "don't care" bits to "1" and sometimes to "0".
As we shall see, the frequency of zero-valued coefficients in a code-block will affect the gains possible with our approach. This frequency depends on factors such as the quantization step size, the subband level, the subband type, the image characteristics and the type of the wavelet transform. As an example, however, the number of these symbols in a "typical" 32×32 code-block drawn from a three-level subband decomposition of the Barbara image is shown in Table 1 . The wavelet transform utilized is the KDF 9/7 kernel, which is supported in part I of the JPEG2000 standard, and the quantization step size is 1/256, which is the default value in the JPEG2000 implementation in [3] when the wavelet coefficients are normalized to the range -0.5 to 0.5. Based on many similar experiments, we expect around 25% of the symbols in a code-block to be zero, unless the block is from the low-pass subband. JPEG2000 defines a significance state, σ , for each coefficient. The "significance" of a coefficient is initially zero, but it changes to one immediately after coding the first non-zero magnitude bit of that coefficient; this information is coded separately from the sign and magnitude data. The entropy coder uses three separate sets of contexts. In the first set, ten contexts and two modes are used to code the significance information, with the contexts defined by the σ values of the eight-connect neighbors. The second set codes the sign information using five contexts, with the contexts defined using the signs of the four vertical and horizontal neighbors. Finally, the third set uses three contexts for magnitude refinement (MR) information. The MR contexts are numbered 15-17 and are determined by the significance value of current coefficient "delayed" by one bit-plane, σ , together with another parameter, are not needed here) . Table 2 shows the parameter combinations that correspond to which context numbers, with the "×" indicating a "don't care" state. The pdf of the wavelet coefficients found in a typical 64×64 code-block of the Barbara image is shown in Fig. 3 . As we can see, the histogram is symmetric and heavily skewed toward zero, with the two possible values for the sign. This property means that if the value of a coefficient lies in a specific range, say between four and seven, there is a better chance that the sample has the smaller value in that range than the larger; i.e., the value is more likely to be close to four than seven. Equivalently, if a sample becomes significant at any bit-plane, then it is more likely that each of the following bits are "0"s, rather than "1"s. This property results in the histograms of the three MR contexts being biased toward "0". Recall that all the magnitude bits of an already significant sample are coded using the MR contexts. Our goal is to select the values of the "don't care" bits in a way that results in the minimum number of bits for codeblocks containing ROI's. To start, it is important to note that the "don't care" bits in the scaling-based method can be divided into two categories: category #1, comprised of those don't care bits belonging to the ROI symbols with nonzero values; and category #2, comprised of those don't care bits that belong to zero-valued samples (of which there are usually many).The "don't care" bits in category #1 belong to coefficients that become significant in previous bitplanes and are therefore coded in the three contexts allocated to the MR coding; i.e. contexts 15, 16 and 17 as shown in Table 2 . In fact, the majority of the bits in this category are coded in context 17 due to the fact that most ROI coefficients become significant in the earlier bit planes. Figure 4 gives an example, where the sample becomes significant in the third bit-plane and thus σ is equal to one for coding the bits in bit-planes 5 to 15. A direct result of this is that of all of the subsequent bit planes, only the bit located in the fourth bit-plane is coded in either context 15 or 16. All the bits located in bit-planes 5-15 are coded in context 17 -and there is no dependence on the neighboring samples in this context situation. The implication is that the coding of these "don't care" bits is not affected by neighbouring coefficients and that we should pick the symbol that is more common in the rest of the image. As mentioned in the last section, the histograms corresponding to this contexts is skewed towards zero, which implies that the category #1 "don't care" bits should be set to "0". The only exception to the above happens when the absolute value of an ROI sample is equal to one, in which case σ is zero for the first don't care bit, and only this bit is coded in either context 15 or 16.
Regarding the bits in category #2, we note that the zero-valued coefficients never become significant in any bitplane prior to the first "don't care" bit-plane, and that the first extra bit is always coded using one of the 10 contexts reserved for significance information. Subsequent "don't care" bits are also coded using these same 10 contexts unless a previous "don't care" bit for this coefficient has been set to one.
Taking a closer look at how category #2 bits are coded, we note that a "run-mode" is used for the significance coding when there are four consecutive insignificant samples, each with insignificant neighbors. Furthermore, all of these four samples should lie in one stripe of the scanning pattern [3] . We have observed that this condition rarely happens for the "don't care" bits once the BG coefficients begin to be coded, which is explained by noting that ROI symbols tend to cluster together and that they all tend to be significant in the earlier bit-planes. For these reasons, almost all of the "don't care" bits that belong to a zero-valued ROI symbol are coded using the normal significance coding mode, or contexts 0-8. The contexts in this mode are selected according to 
It is observed that the higher index contexts occur when there are a higher number of significant neighbors and thus we normally expect that the "don't care" bits in the second category will often be processed using contexts with indices in the upper level of the range 0-8. As discussed in [3] , the histograms of these nine contexts are skewed toward "0". However, as shown in Figure 5 , our experiments show that the skew reduces as the context index increased. This effect is expected, since the symbols coded in these contexts come from neighborhoods where significance is more common and symbols are more likely to be significant. In these cases, the two possibilities are almost equiprobable and setting the first "don't care" bit to "1" will not increase total coding cost significantly. The advantage of this strategy is that the subsequent "don't care" bits will be now be coded in the three MR contexts, which are far more skewed than those used for significance coding in the code-blocks with ROI scaling. The result is an overall improvement in the performance. 
THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we discuss the technique that we propose for setting the "don't care" bits for the category #2 coefficients, those whose value is zero after quantization. As discussed above, the "don't care" bits of the category #1 symbols are simply set to zero.
We start by setting the first "don't care" bit of each of the zero-valued ROI symbol to "1" and the remainder to "0", as shown in Figure 6 . In this case, the first extra bit is coded using one of the significance coding contexts and, as a result, the sample becomes significant. The following "don't care" bits are then arithmetically coded using the MR contexts, which are coded more efficiently than the significance coding contexts due to their high skew. Indeed, for the code-blocks that include ROI samples, the MR context histograms, and especially the histogram for context 17, become hugely skewed toward zero and a zero is coded with very little cost. This result is because the "don't care" bits in the first category have been set to zero, thus increasing the skew of these histograms even further. The sign information of a coefficient is coded immediately after it becomes significant -and this is new information that doesn't need to be coded when both a coefficient and its "don't care" values are zero. However, although this sign coding cost slightly increases the total bit-rate, the improvement resulting from coding the "don't care" bits using the MR contexts usually well compensates for this extra cost. The exception is the case where the scaling factor is very small, as shown in Table 5 . In addition, this sign is actually an additional "don't care" quantity, since the real value of the sample is zero. As a result, the sign coding cost can be alleviated by choosing appropriate values for the signs.
In order to choose a low cost sign for the newly significant symbol, we mention that changing the sign of each "don't care" symbol affects the sign coding cost of its four neighboring samples, as it actually lies in their context windows. Some of those neighboring samples might, in turn, be category #2 ROI samples and will thus also have don't care signs. As a result, signs of the don't care samples should be chosen globally and in a way to minimizes the overall coding cost of the sign bit-plane according to the context formation in JPEG2000. Unfortunately, it is not feasible to check all of the possible sign configurations in a code-block. As mentioned earlier, the typical number of category #2 coefficients in a 32×32 is about 250 and we would thus need to compute the coding cost In order to find a reasonable set of sign values, we used simulated annealing (also called the Metropolis algorithm [8] ) for the search method. In this approach, we start with an initial set of signs for the "don't care" samples and compute the coding cost of the code-block. In the next step, each "don't care" coefficient is assigned an equal probability and one of these coefficients chosen by random selection. The sign of the chosen coefficient is flipped and the coding cost is computed again. If the second cost, C 1 , is lower than the initial cost, C 2 , then the change is accepted. Otherwise, if the change results in an increase in the total cost, then the change is only accepted with a probability equal to 2 1
, where T is temperature in the Metropolis method. Also in order to reduce complexity and computation, it suffices to compute only the sign bit-plane cost of the code-block rather than the entire code-block with magnitude bit-planes, since all of the samples become significance in some point and therefore all of the signs are eventually coded.
In high temperatures, the exponential probability increases and thus more changes will be accepted. In lower temperatures, however, few of the changes that increase the cost will be accepted. Working in high temperatures is useful in a sense that it avoids being trapped in a local minimum and results in jumping over the local minimums. The best strategy for our problem is to start with a high temperature, say 0.5-1, and decrease it linearly to a value of around 0.01 with every sign flip attempt during the search to a minimum. We observed that the cost converges to a reasonable minimum if we run the algorithm for by between 2000 and 5000 trials. The temperature values have mostly been picked through trial and error, and considering the fact that each sign flip attempt results in the cost function to fluctuate 0.5-2 bits on average.
Also in order to further reduce the complexity of sign choosing, an alternative method can be using deterministic annealing [9] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The bit-rate improvement associated with our technique is a function of several parameters. More specifically, it depends upon the size of the region of interest, the scaling factor, as well as the number of zero symbols in the quantized "detail" subbands. The number of zeros in turn is affected by the image itself.
As a demonstration of the effectiveness of this technique, we ran some experiments on the 512×512 Barbara image by selecting 32×32 code-blocks from top row of the nine "detail" subbands after a 3-level subband decomposition. There were seven magnitude bit-planes and, for simplicity, all bits in the test codeblocks were declared to be in the ROI, which used a scaling factor of six. The number of bits needed by the arithmetic coder is given in Table 4 , in comparison with the default strategy of always setting the "don't care" bits to "0". Similar results have been achieved by using this method on other images. As mentioned previously, our method works better with higher scaling factors. This situation results from the cost of coding the signs of the "don't care" samples. As shown in Table 5 , the coding cost for our method is higher than the "always zero" strategy for scaling factors of one and two. However, after the third extra bit-plane is coded, the increase in the cost will be alleviated in our method because of the more skewed MR contexts. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a method to intelligently set the "don't care" bits in JPEG2000 ROI coding and in order to improve the compression performance. These bits appear at the LSB bit-planes of the ROI samples in the scalingbased method, and they are usually set to zero by the current encoders. Our method has been observed to improve the coding cost of a typical code-block comparing to the usual strategy of "always zero", and the coded bit-stream remains JPEG2000 compliant.
